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Salopettes and
saddlebags
Splitting her time
between skis and
saddle, SOPHIE
MONTAGNE indulges
two of her favourite
sporting passions

T

HE moon had breached the
mountain tops by the time we
gathered in the Schlosswirt
Hotel bar at 11pm, wearing ski
kit, riding hats in hand. While
other guests slept, we plotted our
moonlight ride in muffled tones, like Enid
Blyton children meeting for a midnight feast.
Our horses were unperturbed at being
turfed out of their stables so late and mine
skipped across the icy path in the Hohe
Tauern National Park, north-west Austria,
like a four-legged Torvill and Dean. As we
crunched through the snow on the riverbank,
the moon illuminated a scene from Narnia,
and Orion’s Belt looped itself around a
white peak.
Wrapped up against the -8°C cold, with a
hip-flask of sloe gin to keep the chills at bay
and a day on the pistes to look forward to
tomorrow, the Schlosswirt Hotel had some
extremely satisfied customers.
Kat Tiefenthal’s The Riding Company has
been organising riding and skiing holidays
in the Austrian Alps since 2006. The hotel has
12 Haflingers stabled on site and is also used

Riding guide Manuela and her dog Arun lead the
way along snow-covered mountain paths
as a base for ski-touring and ice-climbing
expeditions. Kat works in conjunction with
hotel owner and experienced mountain guide
Toni Sauper, and his father Hubert.
I wasn’t sure what to expect from this trip.
Friends thought I’d be riding small ponies
with skis attached to my feet in a new extreme
sport. Others questioned how one could ride
through deep snow without accumulating a
small snowman under each hoof.
The answers soon became clear: after a
morning relishing empty slopes, I traded
skis for riding boots in the afternoon. Then
grasping a hoof, I discovered rubber inserts
underneath the ponies’ shoes that stopped
snow from balling, and extra road studs for
grip on the ice. Problem apparently solved.
I shared my holiday with a group of 12
fun-loving 30- to 40-somethings from south
London who, on the whole, had more ski
experience than horse sense. But this trip
would appeal to couples or groups, old or
young, novice or experienced riders.
My companions raved about the moonlight
ride: “That was incredible. I’ve never done
anything like it before,” enthused Tim Riddell,

favour of traditional Austrian stodge.
Having combined short rides with halfdays skiing, and full days on the pistes with
moonlight rides, I decided to try a full day’s
ride up to 2,000m. Puffed up like Michelin
men, with loads of warm layers, Ginny, guide
Manuela and I set off in the sun, seizing the
chance for a canter on the flat beside the river.
Beginning the steep climb along mountain
roads, we soon branched off-piste between the
trees. The ponies were often tummy-deep in
snow and sank above their knees with each
foot-fall, keeping us at a constant walk.
Bred for the mountains, the Haflingers,
which stand between 14hh and 14.2hh, are
incredibly sure of foot in slippery conditions
and powerful when climbing.
Beautifully kept in a cosy stable barn by
vet student, Manuela, I was relieved to find
the ponies were far from the nose-to-tail
automatons I had half-expected. Always
jostling for the front, my pony Stocki was
forward-going and enthusiastic but laid-back
and safe, with a flaxen mane that would put
Paris Hilton’s hair extensions to shame.
We let the ponies pick their own route
The Heiligenblut slopes are great for beginners
and set the pace while we concentrated on
and intermediates or try your hand at ski-touring
wiggling our fingers and toes. Out of the
sun, it was really quite chilly, lounging in
an analyst and skiing fanatic.
comfortable Western saddles while the ponies
Ginny Sutcliffe, who suggested the trip
did the work, so it was a relief to spot the
for her group, said: “Most of us ski a lot so
hunting lodge and its promise of hot tea.
we thought the riding would add another
There we found Hubert Sauper, who, at 72,
dimension. It’s ideal because non-riders can
had climbed for two hours to get to the hut, in
ski all day and the rest of us can mix the two.”
a room choked with smoke from the antique
The ski resort of Heiligenblut is tiny with a
wood stove, boiling up piles of snow for tea.
handful of shops, two bars and a lift terminal.
He whipped a bottle of red wine from his
Its 12 pistes are great
rucksack and began mixing
for intermediate and
a delicious rudimentary
beginner skiers with a mix
gluhwein of English
of wide red and blue slopes
Breakfast tea, red wine and
and fantastic views of
sugar and frying bread
Austria’s highest peak, the
with a frozen pat of butter.
Tim Riddell
Grossglockner (3,798m).
Finally, we reluctantly
analyst and skiing fanatic
Advanced skiers are
left the remote family
attracted to the resort for
hunting lodge, and
its ski-touring (guided off-piste involving a
mounted for the two-hour descent.
climb with synthetic “skins” attached to the
Initially I’d thought riding and skiing the
skis, which are removed before skiing down).
ideal blend for adrenalin junkies, but you
Staring at a blur of consonants
needn’t have jumped round Badminton or
masquerading as a menu in a mountain
slalomed for Austria to enjoy this holiday.
restaurant, I came to the conclusion that the
If you’re after sensational views, skiing
resort doesn’t see many tourists. With no
with style and riding with a difference, the
translations, selecting food is a lottery, and be
Schlosswirt has got it all. H&H
prepared to banish cravings for tartiflette in
■ See page 108 for next travel feature

I’ve never done anything
like it before

THE BASICS
■ What to wear: the riding is Western
style so I rode in thermals, ski kit and ski
gloves with a solid pair of boots.
■ The ski resort: Heiligenblut is a 20min
bus ride from the hotel. Ski and boot hire
costs £68 for four days
■ Food and drink: €5-8 for a main course
on the mountain, €3 for a beer.

■ Cost: four nights half-board in the
Schlosswirt Hotel costs £365, including ski
pass and two rides.
Above: The ponies’ anti-balling snow shoes
Right: Sophie (left) and Ginny (right) on the trek

Ski all morning on empty pistes then switch to horse power for an afternoon trek through the snow
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■ Contact: www.theridingcompany.com.
Tel: 0207 846 0033 or 07808 864747

.
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Pictures by Sophie Montagne

■ Getting there: the nearest airport is tiny
Klagenfurt. Fly from Stansted with Ryanair,
or Manchester with Thomsonfly.com.

